
The Wild Farmer
BY JULIA SHIPLEY

On a recent Sunday in May, Tama Wong warns me, 
“It’s a little crazy.” Her phone keeps pinging with 
texts and emails from chefs ordering: “I take all,” 
and “I want ground cover and flowers,” and “I’ll 

take some of all of them.” When Tama recently posted a 
photo of a violet, she received an almost instantaneous re-
sponse from a Midtown Manhattan chef, “I’ll take one hun-
dred—those are sick.” 

By Tuesday, Tama’s white van is packed with seventy-
five different plant species ready for imminent delivery to 
twenty Manhattan restaurants, a two-hour journey from 
her driveway in New Jersey. A decade ago she was a cor-
porate finance lawyer. Now, she’s a full-time forager and 
meadow doctor.

However, Tama’s trajectory from mastering legal issues 
in boardrooms to harvesting plants in un-mown meadows 
is not the usual story of a work-related malaise leading 
to the launch of a new career; Tama’s evolution is far less 
abrupt than tearing out the old crop and planting anew, and 
more like bud leading to blossom. As Tama recounts in her 
cookbook, Foraged Flavor: Finding Fabulous Ingredients in 
Your Backyard or Farmer’s Market, in her spare time in the 
early 2000s, she’d been feeding her interest in horticulture 
by attending wildflower and conservation group field tours. 
Unsatisfied with mere identification, she began using plant 
guides to help determine which species not only looked and 
smelled good, but tasted delicious, vital and nourishing as 
well. One day in June 2009, with equal parts audacity and 
inspiration she clipped a bit of anise hyssop growing in her 
meadow and brought it, unrequested, to the Michelin-rated 
New York restaurant Daniel before joining friends for din-
ner there that evening. To Tama’s delight, the gift hyssop 
was used in several dishes, and when she ventured to the 
kitchen following the meal and met chef Eddy Leroux, he 
asked if she might have other ingredients to share.

Wong began procuring wild edibles for Leroux, and 
the two became engaged in a routine of exploring plants—
their seasons, flavors, textures and preparation techniques. 
Eventually their collaborations and collective discoveries 
became some of the eighty-eight recipes in their cookbook, 
Foraged Flavor. 

For a few years, Tama managed both vocations simul-
taneously, riding the PATH train with a tote of client files for 
a downtown meeting and a black garbage bag stuffed with 
nettles for a nearby restaurant.

However, word of Tama’s plant prowess spread among 
chefs, which is why now, instead of traveling by subway, 
she’s steering the packed white van decorated with the um-
brels of Queen Anne’s Lace and “Meadows and More” sten-
ciled on the side.

En route to Manhattan, Wong stops at Home Depot. 
She needs to buy a hand truck to help streamline her de-
liveries. In the store, she’s struck by a display, “Steps to a 
healthier lawn,” replete with supplies to abolish dandelions 
and promote only grass. Wong snaps a picture and imme-
diately posts it to Instagram with the caption, “Forager’s 
Nightmare.”

Whereas Tama’s foraging career developed naturally 
from an affinity for uncultivated plants and their flavors, 
her newest project, The Wild Farm, was stoked by her grow-
ing agitation with people’s conception of weeds, coupled 
with the fact that more field land is going into nutrient-de-
manding crops like soybeans and corn, when so much food 
is readily available in a meadow.

· ·  ·

The Wild Farm is a one-acre plot on a steep slope near Ser-
geantsville, a three-minute drive from Tama’s home in rural 
New Jersey. The farm is planted with five hundred staghorn 
sumac saplings and is surrounded by a seven-and-a-half 
foot-tall deer fence. The plot looks a lot like a twiggy hedge-
row (in a deer-proof container) amid the hay fields of this 
larger parcel—a hundred-acre farm under a management 
agreement with the New Jersey Conservation Foundation, 
an organization that preserves over 125,000 acres through-
out the state.

On the one hand, you could say Tama’s Wild Farm 
grew out of a need to meet her chefs’ demands for more su-
mac spice—traditionally a staple of middle eastern cuisine 
which can infuse meats and rice with a lemony tang. But 
another equally strong motivation was to educate. Visually.

Tama has lease agreements to harvest on several New 
Jersey Conservation Foundation properties. These are not 
cash transactions but certificates of a commitment to at-
tend to the health of the land, which no one else will farm or 
otherwise steward. By vocational necessity as well as ethical 
belief, Wong forages in a manner that establishes or main-
tains an ecological balance, which helps NJCF fulfill their 
mission to preserve open lands.

On a typical harvesting morning Tama will drive out 
to a property and begin walking it with a gait that bears no 
relation to her brisk New York City stride. In the field she 
needs all her senses, which she says heighten and intensify 
after about forty-five minutes of browsing and gathering. It’s 
only after that transitional interval that she begins to make 
more crucial observations, to discern subtle differences in 
plant softness and uniformity, things that communicate the 
health of the plant and its balance within the environment. 
“When I was pregnant I could smell what others were eating 
in restaurants—it’s like that when I’m in the field for while.”
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In addition to reaping plants, she’s harvesting knowl-
edge. Back in her living room there’s a three-ring binder 
bulging with pages of observations and sketches about the 
plants, as well as what happened when: “We stored plant 
‘x’—it looked like a dried up-pimple.” When she contrasts 
her work to that of a mushroom hunter, she says, “In mush-
rooms, it’s all about hunting the forest treasure, and then of 
course, it’s a secret, right? You don’t tell anyone else.”

Tama is adamant about the need to study, share, di-
versify what we eat and change notions of what we deem 
a weed. Meanwhile, in conventional agriculture there are 
research grants to discover and develop a drought-resistant 
corn, but as Tama observes, there’s no comparable subsidy 
or Ag-school laboratory for investigating, say, staghorn su-
mac. “Agriculture has its model for studying itself,” she says, 
“and for funding further study of the plants we’ve long rec-
ognized, desired and stewarded to the neglect or extinction 
of all else.” But the same opportunities do not exist to study 
the plant particularities of a species native to this continent. 

The Wild Farm is one way of bringing the private 
practice of Tama’s prolonged study right out into the field, 
where everyone (who takes a drive through pastoral Ser-
geantsville) can observe a plant that heretofore has never 
been deliberately cultivated in the United States.

In April 2014, Tama and a crew of volunteers planted 
the sumac plugs, and already some of them have stretched 
above five feet. Last summer it seemed as if Wild Farm’s 
main product might actually be poison ivy, which spread 
vigorously until a retired native plant landscaper immune 
to the vine’s oils mowed and chopped and removed it from 
the plot. However, one conundrum facing Tama is that 
many of these sumac plants are males, and if she is going to 
fulfill her chefs’ orders, she needs the berry cluster-produc-
ing females. At the present there is no definitive technique 
to identify whether a sprouting sumac is male or female. 

Using her analytical mind and her training in legal side 
of finance, she’s reapplying it to the complexity of maintain-

ing balanced ecosystems. “I understand governance; I can 
assess a complex situation and determine, ‘Is this set up 
right?’ or ‘Is this the right structure?’ I’m trained in crisis 
management.”

As extreme weather and climate change continue to 
challenge conventional agriculture, she feels an urgency 
to help create strategies and protocol for governance and 
stewardship of foraged species. To that end, The Wild Farm 
is her most visible laboratory, even though one year after 
initiating The Wild Farm, there’s not that much to see. The 
sumac saplings are still in a torpor from the long winter 
and have yet to sprout tender new leaves, the kind deer 
love to eat. A second reason for the towering deer fence is 
the animals’ penchant for rubbing their antlers against the 
sumac branches. Tama’s husband, who passes by the farm 
on his commute from work, arrived home recently and an-
nounced he saw twenty deer in the farm’s vicinity.

“Were any inside?” Tama asked, alarmed. 
“Nope.”
“Well then I don’t need to know about it.”
Though Tama visits the farm regularly, even daily, 

there are no tasks—no fertilizing or watering necessary. She 
selected this sloped site because it matches an environment 
the sumac themselves would likely choose. 

By Friday, after Tama has completed the week’s res-
taurant deliveries, a Japanese film crew arrives at the Wild 
Farm, but the host and his crew are at a loss for how to por-
tray the sumac in its slow, subtle, unassisted existence. “Can 
you pretend to measure the plants?” the host asks.

This September, Tama will selectively harvest the berry 
clusters of the most vital sumacs at The Wild Farm. In the 
meantime her phone is pinging, another text: “I have an 
event…I need a tart berry.” And she’s finishing a chapter for 
another cookbook, written with another chef, a book that 
again leads people into wilder culinary precincts, a book 
about waste, wilt and weed. Yo
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If Weeds Could Talk
BY JOHN BLISS

What makes a tame plant? What allows us to 
depend on a crop, the way we can depend 
on a dog to bark away the foxes from the 
sleeping chicken coop? Some of our garden 

crops are wilder than others, a little more like an indepen-
dent cat, slinking around the edges of the field. Lettuce, to-
matoes, most squashes: these are all very tame. Tomatillo 
though will take any chance it gets to do its own propagat-
ing. Any unharvested fruit, dried-up and encased in a husk 
will roll out and go into business for itself. Radicchio? A 
little wild. Of course all crops used to be wild. Some are only 
recently domesticated. Cranberries and macadamia nuts 
are some of the half-breed savages walking among the gro-
cery store of civilized crops. 

In our garden, the drama of wild and tame plants is 
close, rewarding the quiet observer. The tame plant is pre-
dictable and dependable. So what is going on with these 
wild cousins from whom there is so much to learn?

Patience, the Ragweed
The first, and most baffling trait of the wild plant, is its seed’s 
insistence to germinate in its own way. On its own time, and 
according to some kind of gambler’s logic of odds, a seed 

will go dormant. Its deep sleep might be broken by light, 
water, fire, digestion, scarification or any number of other 
events that punctuate its steady, patient dormancy.

Ragweed will pose as the exemplar of the sleeping seed. 
Research has shown that ragweed seeds can be dormant 
for ninety years—a record that tests the longevity of any 
scientific experiment. Most seeds will have some kind of 
dormancy after they mature, but our domesticated plants’ 
seeds mostly just wait for the right amount of moisture and 
temperature to germinate again. (An exception is lettuce 
seed, which, if left in a hot greenhouse will enter a dormant 
state, which can be only reliably broken by a short period in 
a freezer.) A generation of ragweed seed will never germi-
nate all at once, the way domesticated grain would. Weed 
seed viability is best expressed in terms of half-life, as with 
radioactive elements. Each year, a handful of seeds will 
germinate. Most will die from exposure to adverse condi-
tions, be consumed by predators or be attacked by disease 
organisms. As the years go by, fewer and fewer of the seeds 
remain dormant and viable. Even in the harshest environ-
ments, with a farmer plowing-in flushes of ragweed seed-
lings, chances are still good that one seedling will make it to 
reproduction stage. Then ragweed has the last laugh: with 

Recipe reprinted, with permission, from Foraged Flavor: Finding Fabulous Ingredients in Your Backyard or Farmer's Market by Tama Matsuoka 
Wong with Eddy Leroux, Clarkson Potter, 2012.

Sumac-Ade
This drink is a not-too-sweet true thirst quencher and 
makes the most of the clean, dry, character of the sumac 
berries. Makes 2 quarts.

Ingredients

8 sumac berry clusters
sugar, maple syrup, honey, or other sweetener

Instructions

1. Immerse the sumac in 2 quarts cold water for a few 
hours. The water should turn a jewel-like red. 

2. Strain through a fine jelly cloth or several layers of 
cheesecloth to remove any twigs or fine hairs.

3.  Sweeten to taste. Serve chilled.

HARVEST TIPS
Find a tree with berries at their peak, when they are a glow-
ing red and not brown. The berries lose their flavor as the 

clusters turn brown or begin to dry, as well as sometimes 
after heavy rains. Test by rubbing your finger on a berry 
to taste the tartness. Cut off a cluster where it ends on the 
branch. You can store clusters for a few days in a paper bag 
in a cool dark place. When ready to prepare, remove any 
clusters or parts of clusters that look grayish or mildewed 
and immerse the berries in cold, clean water, breaking 
apart the clusters so that individual berries can soak and be 
washed. If left to soak, the water will turn more red as the 
tart flavor infuses and becomes ready for jelly. Do not overly 
wash the clusters as this can rinse away some of the flavor. 

SUMAC VARIETIES
Smooth sumac, Rhus glabra, grows throughout the Unit-
ed States, and staghorn sumac in the East. They taste the 
same but you may need one and a half times the volume 
of smooth (as opposed to staghorn) to achieve the same re-
sults. Staghorn sumac has fuzzy hairs all over the berries 
and branches, looking somewhat like the young velvety 
fuzzy antlers of a stag. You won't confuse these edible su-
macs with poison sumac, Toxicodendron vernix, which has 
small white berries in loose clusters and tends to grow in 
wetter areas.
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